SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA

PALACE LIVESTOCK SHOW PREPARATION BEGINS AS STUDENT GATE ENTRIES

By Phil Keyser

October 15, opening date of the big Cow Palace livestock show, will soon be here. Stockmen all over the state are preparing to show their best looking animals for this very important event which takes place each year in San Francisco. Here at Poly considerable tile washing is in evidence. Beef class long and partly defiled to the beautification of these animals. Students learn the functions of water holes and soap beds, and the intricacies of the many brushes and metal combs. Hairdressing classes, all develop a spirit of friendly cooperation. From the fan end off handily in the show arena. The judges, of course, will be required to take definite action to prevent all of these things from being covered up, even, highly desirable coat.

Preparing beef cattle for showmanship is a very different job from selling crops or raising and selling hay. There are many more activities to be considered, as one of the chief requirements of the 4-H club is to be a good market price on hay and other products, but one of the chief requirements of the 4-H club is to be a good market price on hay and other products, but one of the chief requirements of the 4-H club is to be a good market price on hay and other products, but one of the chief requirements of the 4-H club is to be a good market price on hay and other products.

Fall quarter registration for...
It Could Happen Here

Yes, it could happen here, just as at the University of Wisconsin, in Detroit, and in the East. A Red purge by the state legislature's all-Republican Little Red Council is only the latest of episodes from the opening gun by charging 150 professors as being all shades from a liberal-minded professor to a Red to a'revolutionary offshoot of the Communist Party. At one hearing, with the National Guard and the state police for protection, the Little Red-Americans put the faculty on trial. A healer had accused faculty members with an unknown one who would hear witness against his colleagues and who swore to raising some footmen faculty members at Communist meetings 11 years ago.

A group of professional anti-Communists now playing the same game as at the University of Wisconsin, where the county prosecutor hammered away with his gavel to silence the audience. The prosecutor asked the county prosecutor to check the witness's story for evidence, but the lawyer who would bear witness against his colleagues and who swore to raising some footmen faculty members at Communist meetings 11 years ago.

On the fourth day of the trial, a star witness, and professed to be a witness in the trial of the two professors in Moscow in 1932-to have taught two others at a special Red school. The court was told that the two professors were elsewhere on the days named by the star witness.

The witnesses were called to the witness stand and were asked to raise their hands. The county prosecutor then asked the county prosecutor to check the witness's story for evidence, but the lawyer who would bear witness against his colleagues and who swore to raising some footmen faculty members at Communist meetings 11 years ago.

The county prosecutor then asked the county prosecutor to check the witness's story for evidence, but the lawyer who would bear witness against his colleagues and who swore to raising some footmen faculty members at Communist meetings 11 years ago.

Denied the right of cross-examination, defense attorneys asked the county prosecutor to check the witness's story for the county prosecutor to check the witness's story for evidence, but the lawyer who would bear witness against his colleagues and who swore to raising some footmen faculty members at Communist meetings 11 years ago.

It is the first time in history that a university has faced the prospect of a Red purge by the state legislature's all-Republican Little Red Council. It is the first time in history that a university has faced the prospect of a Red purge by the state legislature's all-Republican Little Red Council. It is the first time in history that a university has faced the prospect of a Red purge by the state legislature's all-Republican Little Red Council. It is the first time in history that a university has faced the prospect of a Red purge by the state legislature's all-Republican Little Red Council. It is the first time in history that a university has faced the prospect of a Red purge by the state legislature's all-Republican Little Red Council.

How About History?

Lincoln "emaciated" the slaves. A power of congress is "passing the power" to the President. Presidential powers include the "right to bare arms" and the "right of". Some of these are of the same colleges (Sect. 1) F 10-12 of M. A. H. (Sect. 2) F 8-10 that has been very misleading to the public. I don't want to provide the impression that I am a "communist" but I am a "security conscious" American. A power of congress is "passing the power" to the President. Presidential powers include the "right to bare arms" and the "right of". Some of these are of the same colleges (Sect. 1) F 10-12 of M. A. H. (Sect. 2) F 8-10 that has been very misleading to the public. I don't want to provide the impression that I am a "communist" but I am a "security conscious" American.
This writer has been puzzled by the oversimplified conclusions that arise from a condition that he once observed in the sporting world to which I'll now turn. There is not something that has crept upon us in the past few years, but near as I can see, I've been forced to accept the facts that exist. Still, while the wits have knuckled down a golf ball around with a deliberate something is too much, why? After all these years, hasn't some sort of something been left unattended to something that little jock around? We all know that a football evolved from a pig's head, and there have been some admiring fans of old Dobbin; and that the stigma of the old-style cue of the old-time pool junket is more to the once of the new Fats, the alley cat. Now look at your driver, your spook, or your long iron. It's nothing more than a stick with a hook on the end. But just like it was in the beginning.

After layoff on the game for several weeks, I finally went over to Overby's Bar Tuesday night, where I saw to see if I'd lost any of my style. I hadn't! That's the rule. A white-bait, that is. Just as good a style as ever was. Anyway, after walking around, I got to wondering just what had I been to have been so long that plague such fuzz with so much of the game as Dr. Robert Andrews had done, Ben Hogan, the late Babe Ruth, and myself. And there's the lengthy consideration, I came to the conclusion that only four tools would make it possible for literally the enjoyment of the old sport in the West.

A football is really nothing to do of course, it is get rid of that set of tools in front of you. It's a tool that you've got. Now, bring that set of tools, those dozen balls you bought last week for a buck and a half, and that old buddy peas that works. Now, bring that set of tools, those dozen balls you bought last week for a buck and a half, and that old buddy peas that works. Now, bring that set of tools, those dozen balls you bought last week for a buck and a half, and that old buddy peas that works. Now, bring that set of tools, those dozen balls you bought last week for a buck and a half, and that old buddy peas that works.
Naval Authorities Reject County Armory Proposal

An announcement was made last week by Vance D. Lewis, local area representative of the command, that the Navy department has officially rejected the application of the San Luis Obispo unit for an organized battalion and armory in San Luis Obispo.

"Although establishment of an organized battalion in San Luis Obispo is just on the horizon of interest, need and accomplishment, it was the announcement read, "the Naval Reserve budget has been set up for a certain number of units, and these have all been assigned."

In commenting on this new reversal of events, Lewis said, "Our only remaining hope is for larger Naval Reserve program or a possible re-allocation of units within the twelfth Naval district."

The regular U. S. N. R. meeting at Cal Poly Monday night a study point program was outlined for the future of the local Naval Reserve unit.

1. Continue to be rated the number one volunteer unit in the twelfth Naval district.

2. Plan an educational program of semi-monthly meetings leading to enlisted advancement in rank.

3. Take one-day training exercises out of Morro Bay at least four times a year.

4. If possible for local men to qualify for benefits under the new system.

Groups of Naval Reserve in different communities were requested to get together informally for semi-monthly meeting, September 15, and discuss the program with the idea of advising county-leaders of the desires of the men themselves.

Withdrawing Students Required To Complete Forms Before Leaving

Students, who are leaving this college at the close of the current quarter, should withdraw properly by completing forms available at the bicentenary's offices, Adm. 102. PL 346 veterans should obtain form 1559 and make application for a supplemental certificate of eligibility at the time of withdrawing if they are transferring to another college.

Knowing “C” Number Eliminates Gl. Confusion In The Future

Every student who applies for pension, compensation, schooling, on the job training, or other GI benefits is assigned a "C" number by the Veterans Administration. This number appears on his case file which is kept by the VA. With some 24,000,000 names on file, there are many duplicates, even to a middle name, but a "C" number belongs to only one veteran. He will ask the VA and himself who is writing or calling for any information concerning benefits if he knows the number. Advice from the index file must be pointed with VA says to memorize it.

If a vet can't give his number, the proper card is found. His file may then be located and business resumed. This results in keeping the veteran waiting and the VA busy.

Veterans, if you have a "C" number, write it down and carry it with you and give that number in all dealings with the VA.

700 Flood To Enroll

Enrollment of incoming freshmen will total 796 students for the beginning of the fall quarter. This is the highest number of freshmen to enroll at one time in Poly history.

"A harvest love offering will be taken for the Bible school. Cents preferred." —Independent, Morro Bay, N. Y.

Les Macrae's OK Rubber Welders ELECTRIC TIRE RECAPING

"See Les 4 Tires 4 Less"

1356 Monterey St. Ph. 369.12

Liwstocl Enteree By Students For S.L.O. County Fair

Polo livestock will be entered in the San Luis Obispo county fair to be held September 16 through 19 at Paso Robles, for the first time since that event was started.

Three registered Guernseys, headed by Ralph Bernard will compete in the dairy cattle division. Other entries will include 1 Jersey, eight Holstein, and 14 more Guernseys.

"Girl wanted. To hell with the washing and ironing" —Seattle Times advertisement.

SHOPPING MEMO — SATURDAY SPECIALS

• Snap Beans for Processing 6 cents per lb. over 20 lbs
• Cucumbers for Bread and Butter Pickles 75 cents per bunch
• Bunched Vegetables; Select and Fresh 5 cents per bunch
• Assorted Fruits and Vegetables

STORE HOURS: Mon. to Fri. 4:00-5:45, Sat. 11:00-1:00

LES MACRAE'S OK RUBBER WELDERS 1356 Monterey St. Ph. 369.12

We have the laundry concession with the campus.

Send your dry cleaning with your laundry.

Dormitory Pick-Up, DELIVERY

HOME LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING

1832 MORRO ST. PHONE 279

New and rebuilt typewriters for sale.

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

Take advantage of the large, well-equipped service station located at the rear of our store.

9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Free Parking